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Introduction
Congratulations on becoming a Rookie Lifeguard!
Over the season, you will learn & experience many new skills to help in preparing you
to sit your Surf Lifeguard Award. With the help of your Rookie Coordinator, mentors,
and patrol captains at your club complete the sections and tasks in the following
pages of this Rookie Booklet. If you are unsure what to do on patrol, choose a section
and ask a lifeguard to help you answer some of the questions, or ask them to help
you complete some of the tasks. The more you do, more confident you will become!

Section Rookie Coordinator to sign on completion

Risk Management

Roles & Responsibilities

Surf Environment

Role of a Lifeguard

Lifeguard Communications

Scanning & Patient Identification

First Aid & CPR

Rescue & Release



Risk
Management



Identify the ____________________________________

Identify the ____________________________________

Identify the ____________________________________

 Assess the _____________________________________

 Apply ___________________________________________

 __________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________

Implement ______________________________________

What are the eight steps in effective risk management that lifeguards carry out
every patrol?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Name three ways a lifeguard can protect themselves on the beach?
1.

2.

3.

Name two ways you can help to reduce injuries to members or visitors of the surf
club?
1.

2.

Risk
Management



Give three examples of when you should not be wearing your patrol uniform
1.
2.
3. 

What is a preventative action?

Why is a good public perception of Surf Lifeguards import for Surf Life Saving?

What does NSOP stand for and represent?

Why are the NSOPs important?

What does CSOP stand for and represent?

Why are the CSOPs important?

Who is responsible for updating the CSOPs at your own club?

Roles &
Responsibilities



What is a wave and how is it formed?

The three factors that can affect the size of waves are:

What is a tide?

Things to watch out for with the changing tides:

Surf
environment



Waves
Waves type:

Characteristics:

Waves type:

Characteristics:

Waves type:

Characteristics:

Waves type:

Characteristics:



What is a rip current?

Name four ways of identifying a rip

1.

2.

3.

4.

Name three types of rips

1.

2.

3

If you need to escape the rip current what are the 3 R’S

R_________________________________________________________

R_________________________________________________________

R _________________________________________________________

Rips



Action Signed & Date Signed & Date Signed & Date

Identify a rip

Identify a sandbar

Identify a hole

Identify different wave
types

Test flagged area at
beginning of the day

Fill out a Patrol Captains
form

Fill out a risk assessment
form on SiteDocs 

Your turn!



Discuss the duties of each patrol member and allotted tasks while on
duty. e.g. Patrol Captain, IRB Driver, Radio Operator etc.

Patrol captain:

IRB driver:

RWC operator:

Radio operator:

First aider:

Patrol Support:

Lifeguard:

Flag duty:

Tower duty:

Roaming patrol:

Role of a lifeguard



Sunsmart

S__________

Us as lifeguards spend long durations in the sun, how do we keep 
ourselves safe?

S__________

S__________

S__________

W__________



Why we use radios on patrol. 

The types of radio used (base set, hand-held, digital)

The radio network system used in your area.

The use of correct language on the radio i.e. over, out and call signs. 

The role the radio network operator plays in your area. 

The radio channels specific to your club's area and region 

The maintenance and care of radios, including immersion of a radio in
water. 

The use of a radio in an emergency and the 4 P’s. Position, Problem,
People, Progress

Have a chat to your Patrol Captain, mentor, or a lifeguard about: 

Verbal & non-verbal
communications



What are the five skills that lifeguards need to understand to be an
effective communicator?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. 

Describe why we use radios on patrol?

What are the steps to set up a radio for patrol?

What are the steps to pack down a radio after patrol?

What is the process if a radio is submerged in water?

Lifeguard
communications



What communication barriers exist in the Surf Life Saving
environment?

If a boat is in trouble offshore, what channel would you
communicate with them on?

What should you say into the radio in an emergency?

What does "out" mean?

Verbal communication examples Non-verbal communication examples

Verbal & non-verbal
communications



Action Signed & Date Signed & Date Signed & Date

Set up radios for patrol

Identify different parts on a
radio

Perform a normal
conversation using a radio

Perform a daily beach
report to SurfCom

Practice an emergency
radio report using the 4 P’s 

Your turn!







Hand signals



Name three things that may affect scanning requirements and techniques
1.
2.
3.

Identify the five key points that important when learning how to scan and
describe what each entail
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the five-minute scanning approach?

Identify five signs of a swimmer in trouble?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name five types of scanning patterns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Scanning &
patient ID



List 5 types of people that could be potential victims
1.
2.
3.
4. 
5.

Explain why these people could be potential victims 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are some ways/techniques to approach these people to do a
preventative action?

Scanning &
patient ID



Action Signed & Date Signed & Date Signed & Date

Identify the different flags
used by Surf Life Saving and

their purpose

Assist placing patrol flags
on the beach

Hoist and lower the
clubhouse and BP flag

Be able to recognise the
signals

Assist placing safety signs
in the appropriate locations

on the beach. 

Assist a lifeguard with a flag
shift

Assist a lifeguard identify
some potential victims 

Talk with a lifeguard about
scanning patterns & have a

go

With a lifeguard, conduct a
preventative action

Go on a mobile patrol
(roam)

Your turn!



The first aid incidents that are likely to occur at the beach and how to
treat them. 

The importance of self-safety first; i.e. site survey and wearing gloves
etc.

Elements of the RICED principle of treatment

Bleeding

Asthma 

Hypothermia

Heat exhaustion

Shock

Stings 

Sprains

The effects and prevention of hypothermia and hyperthermia. 

The importance of wearing gloves and using face masks to help
protect against infectious diseases. 

Have a chat to your Patrol Captain, mentor, or a lifeguard about: 

The basic signs, symptoms and management of the following: 

First Aid & CPR



If you were alone with an adult who is unresponsive and not breathing
what should you do?

What is the compression rate for CPR?

When should we stop CPR?

CPR



Name three ways burns can be caused? 
1.
2.
3.

What is the difference between heat exhaustion and heat stroke?

What is hypothermia?

Signs and symptoms of hypothermia?

How should you treat a jellyfish sting?

What are symptoms of a major head injury?

Name three things you should do to manage a head injury?
1.
2.
3.

First Aid



What are signs and symptoms of internal bleeding?

What is shock?

What are the signs and symptoms of shock?

How should you treat shock?

How do you treat choking?

First Aid



Action
Signed &

Date
Signed &

Date
Signed &

Date
Signed &

Date

Perform the four
elements of RICED

Practice placing the
patient in the

recovery position

Practice putting a
sling on and bandages

on a patient

Practice managing
external bleeding

Demonstrate
knowledge of the first

aid room and its
contents

Check first aid kits

Perform basic patient
assessment i.e.

DRSABCD

Demonstrate basic
CPR techniques

Be able to locate
oxygen equipment
and AED in the club

house.

Your turn!



Discuss the importance of self-preservation and risk vs. gain in a
rescue situation. 

Discuss the methods and equipment used for performing rescues. 

Discuss the tube rescue in detail, including putting on the tube and
fins, entering the water, approaching the victim and returning to shore.

Discuss the purpose and techniques used for the blocking and
escaping from victims. 

Discuss the Board Rescue in detail, including negotiating surf,
approaching patient, retrieving patient and returning to shore 

Discuss what to do during a mass rescue. 

Discuss how to support a patient when being hit by a wave. 

Discuss the single person drag.

Have a chat to your Patrol Captain, mentor, or a lifeguard about: 

 

Rescues &
releases



Action
Signed &

Date
Signed &

Date
Signed &

Date
Signed &

Date

Display wading ability

Display duck diving
ability

Display ability to hold
onto the seabed

under larger waves

Display body surfing
skills i.e. catching a

wave

Display the ability to
swim with fins

Go for a rip swim with
a lifeguard

Perform a tube rescue
with fins (scenario)

Perform a board
rescue pick up with a

conscious patient

Demonstrate the
blocking techniques

from a patient

Demonstrate a single
person drag

Swim 400m in a pool
- aim for under 9

minutes

Your turn!



Club Captain  SAR Member Patrol Captain

First Aid Officer IRB Racer
Junior Surf

Coordinator

Powercraft Officer RWC Operator Club President

Surf Boat Rower Life Member Chief Instructor

Meet your clubbies
INSTRUCTIONS: This is meet your clubbies bingo. Once you have met this
person, get them to sign off, get them to sign off your box. Once completed
all boxes you have finished the bingo. 
Best of luck!



Patrol Flags & Stands Lifejackets Danger Signs

Radios Tubes Rescue Board

NSOP/CSOP folder Aqua Packs Defib

Binoculars Spinal Board IRB Fuel

IRB ATV Helmets

Fins Oxygen Kit

Scavenger Hunt
With your fellow rookies, go on a hunt to find the following items. First one
to find all the items wins!



My goals this
season



Training videos
Surf Life Saving New Zealand Lifesaving Resources

https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/lifesaving/lifesaving-resources


Extra note space
for extra hard
workers!




